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1. Introduction

These days the objective in English language teaching in Japan is to raise scores in TOEIC or other 
standard language tests, on the one hand, and help students master a core of oral communication skills on 
the other.  English remains a valued benchmark, whether for entering university or the job market. High 
standard test scores immensely improve students’ chances of getting the best jobs and a faster promotion 
track, along with a higher salary.  The mastery of general communication skills in English offers them 
an additional window on the world, for example making interaction with native-speakers of English or 
overseas travel more comfortable. 
 In order to help language educators get students to these goals, a plethora of textbooks is available: 
split, full-year and intensive among many other configurations.  The choice is overwhelming. Yet, within 
these many texts, a look at four of the most popular in Japan and widely sold worldwide and including 
the leading ELT textbook, Liz and John Soars’ Headway series, indicates that the same themes are 
returned to repeatedly within an obviously grammar-based agenda.  Five books we evaluated were found 
to offer almost the exact same functional and thematic grammatical development. I refer to American 
Headway 1 (Soars and Soars 2015), Communication Spotlight High Beginner (Graham-Marr 2013), Four 
Corners 1 (Richards & Bohlke 2012) and Smart Choice 1 (Wilson, 2011).  In the first six units of these texts, 
the development, with little variation, progresses thus: personal information (verb to be), likes and dislikes 
(yes/no questions), daily routines and hobbies (simple present/frequency adverbs), jobs (wh-questions), 
yesterday or last weekend (simple past), describing people and/or places (looks like/ prepositions of place).
 Besides the grammatical and functional focus, the principal goal these language classes target 
is personalization. Personalization is important, for people love to talk about themselves, but language 
classes lack an extra element, which is content – ‘meaningful input’ in the Krashen sense, as illustrated in 
the following two quotations:

"... 'comprehensible input' is the crucial and necessary ingredient for the acquisition of language."  
(Krashen,1987)

"Language acquisition does not require extensive use of conscious grammatical rules, and does not require 
tedious drill."  (Krashen,1987)
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2. Aim

The aim of this paper series is to describe a content-based language course and evaluate data gathered 
about the course from former students. This first part will detail the course outline and rationale, and 
give examples of work produced. In the subsequent part, findings of questionnaire results and follow-up 
interviews with students will gauge how far the working hypothesis that students find content classes 
in English challenging but intrinsically motivating is accurate. Students’ perceptions of their language 
improvement will also be evaluated in the interview-questionnaire study.

3. Course Content

For a number of years, I have taught a media English course which seeks to remedy the ‘input’ problem 
referred to above, by allowing students access to authentic English texts - in this case newspaper articles, - to 
have the chance to work with these and above all to think about and respond to them.  The course is a hybrid 
reading-writing-discussion class which helps students develop some critical thinking skills, expand their horizons 
and produce some writing themselves. Explicit language learning is in no way the focus of the course, but 
students learn by doing; the language increment to be won by concentrating on content is not negligible. 
 The stated goals of this course are threefold:
  (1) for students to gain confidence in reading (English)
  (2) to raise students’ awareness of current affairs, and
  (3) to stimulate students’ interest in discussing news in English.

4. Methodology

During class, members begin by brainstorming and sharing the week’s news stories. Students then tackle 
articles chosen by the teacher, as a class or in small groups, doing jigsaw readings and comprehension 
activities, summarizing and paraphrasing, and working with, giving opinions about and discussing at a 
basic level a variety of news stories. Some Japanese use is allowed during short periods in lesson time, 
but following group-work, students are systematically required to give feedback from their work and this 
is obligatorily in English. Worksheets also help students to use as much English as possible in class. (See 
sample worksheet Appendix Ai)
 Cornerstones of the course are its press book, news journal and unique article writing component:
Press books are compiled individually and added to weekly. This is a core requirement in the Media 
English course. It should be noted that newspaper subscriptions are taken out and students are given 
their own newspapers regularly throughout the course. These are chosen from the Asahi Weekly, the 
Shukan Times and the Mainichi Weekly, which present abridged and simplified versions of articles in the 
parent newspaper, and also offer English-Japanese glossaries. These newspapers target Japanese students. 
Students take home their personal copy to read and a period of silent English newspaper reading is 
scheduled every week during the class.  
 For the press book assignment, students choose articles they are interested in (2 per week), and 
add these to their press book, select and record keywords (1-5) that they wish to memorize, and comment 
on the articles chosen in 2016. Students chose a large variety of topics, some more trivial but many 
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serious topics, ranging from dog Olympics, the death of a popular panda, through the Arctic ice situation, 
the Paris climate pact, the recent Japanese paid overtime survey, children living in poverty, WHO 
guidelines on sugary drinks, an Australian asthma crisis, and many more thought-provoking news items 
lending themselves to awareness-building discussions (See sample press book entry Appendix B).
News Journals are written once during the semester. Students choose a news story of interest to them, 
summarize it in 6 sentences and write three comprehension questions about the story. In small groups, 
students read their summary and ask the prepared questions so that they can judge if their classmates 
have understood the story. With practice, students learn that they must :
 a.  not lift sentences verbatim from articles and  
 b. simplify language so that their peers can understand their summary. In a follow-up activity, they 
give opinions about the topics that the news articles were about and carry out simple discussions about 
these before sharing with the whole class. (See news journal Appendix Aii)
Unique Article Writing The course culminates in the production of a newsletter, which forms a retrospective 
of the previous years news combined with original articles by the students. The newsletter, published 7 times 
to date) has a modest 50-100 copy print run. (See cover sheet sample and unique article, Appendix C)

5. Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation is based on the following work:
 1.  The collection of at least 2 articles per week to put in a ‘press book’; the selection and learning 

of 3-5 words relevant to articles gathered. 
 2.  The creation of a formal news journal once in the semester, requiring students to share a summary 

of a piece of news found interesting and the generation of suitable comprehension questions about it.
 3a.  The researching, drafting and final submission of a unique article for publication in the class 

newspaper EEST (English East Sea Times).
 3b. Co-operation with class on compiling the newspaper.
   Breakdown of marks: class effort (volunteering of opinions, work as chair of a group, assiduity,) 

20% ; press book: 30% ;  news journal writing and presenting 20% ; final article writing 30%

6. Discussion & Conclusion

This Media English course falls into the category of CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning), 
which can loosely be described as a language-content hybrid.  The principles of CLIL are that the classes 
are not language lessons, neither are they subject lessons in the true sense. Rather they combine several 
facets. A work widely referred to for an understanding of the CLIL lesson is Coyle 2008, which lists the 
following four elements as important: Content (growth of knowledge and understanding without explicit 
focus on structure), Communication (learning by doing or improving language communication by using 
it), Cognition (developing abstract and concrete thinking skills), and Culture1 (exploring new to you 
perspectives which deepen awareness). It is rightly expected that the four language skills be used by 
students in a CLIL lesson.
 It should be stressed, in order to understand the CLIL classroom, that language focus is not 
structural and language is functional and dependent on the context of the subject. Language will 
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therefore be approached lexically and not grammatically. This content class and others of its type can not 
of course replace the regular language class, but is complementary to it. It may be considered as a forum 
in which to practice, consolidate or showcase language skills being learned concurrently in other courses.
 In a Keynote Panel on National Trends in Language Education at the JALT (Japan Association for 
Language Teachers) PanSIG Conference 2017, Associate Professor Annette Bradford of Meiji University, 
Tokyo, reported that the rate of the introduction of CLIL lessons is gaining momentum in Japan at this 
time and it is estimated that of 781 universities 274 are teaching content classes. Fellow panelist Meiji 
University Professor Naoko Ozeki said that a fundamental change is being observed in education in Japan 
and that existing, traditional, reading/translation classes will satisfy students less and less, particularly 
as students’ general English language levels rise. She said that Meiji University is now hiring content 
teachers with no ELT background to teach in English, so in preparation for a future situation where CLIL 
would be the norm, ELT educators should begin to hone their own skills for teaching content classes. The 
kind of class that this paper describes may become more common in the future.

Footnotes

1 Community sometimes replaces Culture (Mehisto, Marsh, & Frigols, 2008).
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APPENDICES

Appendix Ai    Press Book and Communication Model
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Appendix Aii    News Journal Template
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Appendix B    Sample Press Book Entry
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Appendix B    Sample Press Book Entry
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Appendix C    Unique Article Sample
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Appendix C    Unique Article Sample
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